
You Have to Destroy Your Self to Awaken to the Truth of What You Really Are

In the awakening process, concepts only have value at the level of destroying other concepts.
The number one concept you have to destroy to awaken is your self-concept, both at the level of
emotionally identifying yourself with the emotionally animated form of a body, and at the level
of the individual existence of the Self as the perceiver of those emotional expressions that make
you feel self-limited to the body. You only express personally biased self-defensive emotions if
you feel emotionally self-limited to the emotionally animated form of the body and emotionally
identify yourself with that personal form. You feel compelled to defend the survival of the body
as though your existence depends on it. The irony is that individual existence does depend on
personal self-defense, but not the true nature of existence. The defense of individual existence is
why you focus your attention in a personally biased way as you defend the survival of your
personal self-concept by expressing personally biased emotions, which only reinforces the
emotional construction of your self-concept. You have to see those personal self-concepts to be
false before you can destroy them. They're false for the simple reason that you must perceive
them to emotionally construct them in your mind, and the perceiver cannot be what it perceives.
You then have to destroy your own concept of individual existence as the perceiver and the Self.

You're only afraid of death because you've identified yourself with the body. You're afraid of all
the disgusting things that will happen to the body after it dies, but only because you've identified
yourself with the body. Stop identifying yourself with the body and what happens to the body
after death may still be unpleasant to see, but if you don't identify yourself with the body, you
don't have to look at them. You can withdraw your attention and look away from the body.

That's the real secret of awakening. You withdraw your attention and look away. You focus your
attention only on your own sense of being present as the perceiver, as the I Am consciousness,
but eventually you have to look beyond the I Am consciousness, beyond your Self, and look into
the source of consciousness, which is selfless. The Self is the light by which you illuminate and
perceive your own world, but to awaken, you have to become willing to look into the darkness,
emptiness and silence. You have to become selfless to look there. You become desireless by
severing emotional attachments. You also have to surrender and give up your desire to be in
control and defend yourself. Surrender is a state of let-go in which you sever your emotional
attachments and let go. When you sever an emotional attachment it feels like something dies
inside. Severing emotional attachments and becoming desireless is the same as dying and being
selfless. When you become desireless and selfless, you're as good as dead. That's how you
awaken. You have to be willing to die at the level of ego-death. You have to see your ego as a lie
and come to hate the lie so much that you'd rather die than continue to live the life of a lie. That's
when you can really withdraw your attention away from the world you perceive and look within.

Woody Allen joked he wasn't afraid of death, he just didn't want to be there when it happened.
The reason this joke is funny is because it's pointing toward the truth. If you don't want to be
there when body death happens, then you have to awaken to the truth of what you really are.


